Home survival weekly plans Year 3
Hi all! It has been great to talk to so many of you over the past two weeks and
we are pleased that you are keeping your spirits up and are making the most,
where possible, of time outside. Remember to stay safe and keep smiling.
Ideas for activities at home week commencing 18th May 2020
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

Handwriting

Write out 2
lines of each of
these common
words in
cursive joined
handwriting –
because
there

Write out 2
lines of each of
these common
words in
cursive joined
handwriting –
what
could

Write out 2
lines of each of
these common
words in
cursive joined
handwriting –
their
would

Write out 2
lines of each of
these common
words in
cursive joined
handwriting –
when
suddenly

Write out 2
lines of each of
these common
words in
cursive joined
handwriting –
where
should

Reading

Reading for 30
minutes

Reading for 30
minutes

Reading for 30
minutes

Reading for 30
minutes

Reading for 30
minutes

Writing

This week our focus is on diary writing.
We would like you to keep a diary of your days; thinking about not only what you are
doing physically but also how you are feeling, this could include things you’re grateful
for as well as things that are worried about or are missing.
This could be a written or video diary (vlog), if you’re writing it you may wish to include
photos or drawings.
These will be a great thing for you to keep and reflect on in the years to come 
As these will contain your thoughts and feelings, if you do not want to share these with
us on Class Dojo, you do not have to.

SPaG

How many words, with 3 or more letters, can you make from the statement below?
What is the longest word you can make? You can only use the letters that are there.
Cheese is
amazing.

Mrs Ward is
hilarious.

Star Wars is
great.

It’s good to
exercise

Save our
environment.

Times
tables
practise

15 minutes Times Table
Rockstars

15 minutes Times Table
Rockstars

15 minutes Times Table
Rockstars

15 minutes Times Table
Rockstars

15 minutes Times Table
Rockstars

Maths

1. Harry has
357 stickers,
Albert has 263.
How many do
they have
altogether?
If Harry gives

1. I think of a
number. I
divide by 2 and
add 98. My
answer is 100.
What was my
number?

1. Evie has
baked 45
cakes for a bun
sale. She sells
18 cakes. How
many does she
have left?

1. Laurie says
‘If I add two
numbers
together I can
check my
answer by
taking them

1. Daisy has
baked 45
cakes for a bun
sale. She sells
18 cakes. How
many does she
have left?

Albert 83
stickers, how
many do they
have each
now?
2. Find the
missing
numbers in the
addition.
__4
+ 2 __
62

Science

STAR

2. There are
mistakes in the
following
calculation.
Explain the
mistake and
then make a
correction to
find the correct
answer.

Double check
your answer by
using an
addition.

away
afterwards. So
to check 3 + 4,
I can do 4 -3.
‘Is he right?
2. Phoebe went Explain
swimming
Laurie’s
every day for 5 thinking.
days. She
swam 80
2. Are these
lengths during
number
the 5 days.
sentences true
Each day she
or false?
swam 4 less
396 + 6 = 412
lengths than
504 – 70 = 444
the day before, 556 + 150 =
how many
706
lengths did she Explain your
swim each
answers.
day?

Keep a food and
nutrition diary of
what you eat for
a week
These are some of the challenges
Odysseus encounters on his journey
home:
The Cyclopes
The Lotus Eaters
Circe
Scylla
Charybdis
The Underworld
Poseidon
Choose two to research.
Produce an illustration and a short
paragraph explaining:
what the challenge
was
a description of the
creature/monster etc
how Odysseus used
his cunning to overcome it.

RE

What is the
Story of Cain
and Abel?
You could
produce a
storyboard or a

Double check
your answer by
using an
addition.
2. Always,
Sometimes or
Never?
- 2 odd
numbers add
up to make an
even number.
- 3 odd
numbers add
up to make an
even number.
- Adding 8 to a
number ending
in 2 makes a
multiple of 10.

written retelling.
What lessons
and symbols do
you think there
are in the story?

PE

Choose one of
the workouts
from BBC
Sports – get
Inspired page
Watch the video

Music

Record your
responses –
What
instruments are
used?
What is the role
of the chorus?
What is similar /
different to
classical /
popular music
now?

Computing

Practise your typing skills using BBC Dance Mat typing.
There are four levels to play, each divided into three stages.
You start by learning the home row keys. Each stage builds on previous lessons, introducing
new letters as you progress. You’ll soon be touch typing like an expert! At the end of each level
you can test your typing speed and get a fun reward.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zf2f9j6/articles/z3c6tfr

